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the first configuration is a simple
voltage-mode topology (top left) and
it has a 360&deg phase margin. it
will turn on the switch at the input for
half the cycle, and before the turn on,
vdd is already at the output. the
output gets connected to the load
during the rest of the cycle. to meet
regulation, the device has to wait for
vdd to drop slightly before switching
on. in other words, the output
transistor has to wait to latch at the
vdd/2 level. the longer this is, the
lower the efficiency. the second
configuration's topology is more
complex. it uses pulse width
modulation (pwm). it drops the
voltage from the input down to 0,
waits for the pwm to switch on, and
then ramps it up to the desired
output level. in other words, it
controls the current supply to the
output load more precisely. it meets
the regulation requirement by
providing an extra turn on when the
input voltage is close to vdd/2. you
can see that the phase margin is
-180 and the output current has a
conduction angle of -180 degrees. in
conclusion, optimizing the supply and
designer’s time are inextricably
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linked. a good designer builds in an
analysis and proof of concept, and
then validates the result with
simulation. a good simulation should
be based on realistic models and
parameters so that it’s able to deliver
the same result as the actual design.
the best way to learn how to simulate
a device is by first building a
simulation model, rice explains. he
also encourages designers to start
the simulation early in the design
cycle. he further suggests adding one
of the basic switched-mode pwm
simulators provided by the device
manufacturer.
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in open-loop, the controller is not
locked. this means the output will
start at the minimum and increase

linearly to the output voltage. on the
other hand, closed-loop represents a
reasonable output response which
consists of the following stages : dc
closed-loop open-loop response. an
analog controller is used to limit the

output voltage. this stage is only
illustrated in red. converter gain. this

stage is only illustrated in black.
circuit gain of the converter is

defined by the equation vout/vref =
g. spice simulation is a popular tool

used in analyzing voltage step
response for the regulation of

switchmode power supplies (smps).
although this transient analysis is still

not the main stay of many smps, it
can provide detailed information of

ac and dc performance. in this study,
the transient response of a 9v, 90ma

halogen vapor load in a smps has
been modeled and analyzed using

the spice simulator. this analysis can
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also be used for higher current loads.
in smps analysis, one key aspect is to

compare the output response
between the open circuit condition

(without load) and to the closed-loop
(with load), which provides an insight

of robustness of the controller
design. to address this open circuit

problem, several methodologies have
been developed and applied for smps
analysis in the past. these methods
can be roughly classified into two

major categories: open circuit
response and closed-loop response
(closed-loop response is commonly
subdivided into open-loop response
and closed-loop response). printed

pages 978-0-9780-2672-6. this book
is the first in a series of practical

books designed to teach you how to
design and use the spice codes in

designing power supplies. the
contents of this book are:- power. the
goal of this book is to teach the art of

power-supply design by. in this
practical book, the author provides a

comprehensive overview of.
designing switch mode power

supplies with spice simulations..
designing switch mode power

supplies with spice simulations. print
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pages 978-0-9780-2672-6. the switch
mode power supply design guide is a
practical introduction to smps design.

it includes the following content:.
practical designs for power-

conversion schemes, which include:.
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